This essay examines how the fossil fuel energy regimes that support contemporary academic norms in turn shape and constrain knowledge production. High-carbon research methods and exchanges, particularly those that depend on aviation, produce distinct exclusions and incentives that could be reformed in the transition to a low-carbon academy. Drawing on feminist STS, alternative modes of collective research creation and collaboration are outlined, along with an assessment of their potential challenges and gains. This commentary concludes with several recommendations for incremental and institutional changes, along with a call for scholars of social and technical systems to uniquely contribute to this transition. Keywords knowledge production; energy transition; air travel; research methods; equity I start with these two statistics: the richest 10% of the global population contribute approximately 50% of all carbon emissions, and the carbon footprint of the richest 1% is equivalent to roughly 175 times that of the poorest 10%. Clearly, the impacts of individual choices are unequal. Yet, within the academy, even precarious grad students may find themselves emitting in step with global elites. To be a researcher, as Johan Gärdebo and Kristoffer Soldal (2017) colorfully note, is almost always and unthinkingly to travel. Whether in the pull of travel funding or the push of job market anxieties and tenure requirements, the university structurally incentivizes the drive to the airport. This effects something of a self-reflexive blind spot on climate. Universities with seemingly ambitious sustainability goals often avoid including aviation within their accounting.
attest, the real substance of a conference often lies more in dinner conversation than in the Q&A.
To this end, two responses should be stressed. Firstly, institutions can and must do more by way of formal and informal professionalization within regional hubs (as it is certainly unideal that pragmatic advice and cautionary tales are regularly only shared in hotel bars). Secondly, we should be cautious not to sell digital communications and their capacities for community development short. Privileging only face-to-face interaction reproduces ableist exclusions and ignores the other forms of social coordination that computer-mediated communication offer.
Instead of settling for corporate platforms, we could do better together, taking the deep and horizontal connections found in early online communities or cyberfeminist organizing as our model.
Finally, thinking with feminist technoscience allows us to identify the advantages lowcarbon fieldwork practices afford in the study of a still-high-carbon world. Abstaining from highcarbon travel, but still making the trip by other means, is a good way to bring the body forward in our writing and to produce "stranger's accounts" of fossil-fueled infrastructure. Low-carbon transit can help break what Stephanie LeMenager has called "the problem of proximity" to hegemonic petrocultures (2014, 104) and often offers more ethnographic insight than the typical commute. This is all to say that Donna Haraway's observations about situated knowledge and privileged perspectives also extend to the energy regimes that bring our bodies to the field and mediate how close and for how long we linger within it.
The default expectations of high-carbon research are currently writ into our professional standards. Change requires different incentives and constraints, perhaps guided by travel-savvy carbon accountants or union contracts that tackle structural barriers posed by mobility ideals.
These goals extend beyond individual scholars or universities. Winning them requires comparably-scaled structures of organization and solidarity.
A meaningful and eminently do-able first step would be to sanction remote video presentations within traditional conferences. This would address many of aviation's barriers to participation, prevent thousands of tons of CO2 from being emitted, and potentially reduce the physical size of conferences, perhaps allowing for proceedings to move back into university campuses where carbon costs, labor rights, and registration fees can be more advantageously determined.
The pleasures and promises of high-carbon research will be missed by many, to be sure, but not by all and not all equally. When we contemplate a departure from these norms we should do so with an eye to what we would like to make differently, rather than assume that this transition will happen spontaneously, or only begrudgingly. This is where STS scholars are well
